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Project overview 
Kensington Road provides shops and services that serve Hillhurst, West Hillhurst and surrounding 
communities. It is also an important walking, biking, and wheeling connection that extends from 10 Street to 
Parkdale Boulevard. It has been identified on the City's long-term 5A (Always Available for All Ages and 
Abilities) Network. It is scheduled for pavement rehabilitation in 2023. 

The public was presented with three goals for the Kensington Road corridor design: 

• Enhance the look and feel of the streetscape 
• Improve pedestrian safety 
• Enhance cycling and wheeling 

Engagement overview 
Due to Covid-19 restrictions, engagement was conducted entirely online with opportunity to provide input by 
visiting engage.calgary.ca/kensingtonarea/kensington-road-streetscaping-and-traffic-calming or calling 311. 
Public feedback was accepted from August ______ until September ______. 

What we asked 
Stakeholder were asked to provide feedback on what they felt the project team should know about the 
current streetscape conditions on Kensington Road between 10th Street and 18th Street NW. Public 
feedback focused on citizens ranking their enthusiasm for changes along the Kensington Road corridor as 
well as ranking the effectiveness of two proposed conditions: Option A and Option B. 

What we heard 
In general, stakeholders acknowledged that Kensington Road was an important streetscape, particularly 
due to the high commercial and retail presence between 10 St and 14 St NW. The three most frequently 
cited observation themes of the current streetscape were: 

• Streetscape lacks appeal west of 14 Street NW; 
• Active mode and pedestrian realm improvements are needed (e.g. sidewalk upgrades, bike racks 

and street furniture) along Kensington Road; and  
• The street does contain enough room for all modes; sidewalks need improvement and widening, 

nearby streets are more appropriate for designated bike routes given the necessary movement of 
vehicles and parking on Kensington Road between 14 and 10 Street NW. 

Stakeholder provided commentary that seasonal changes to street conditions and bike infrastructure could 
confuse users. Participants suggested that biking was a year-round mode of transport and that bike route 
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planning should consider this as well as consistent snow removal to allow for winter active transportation. 
Reduce width for vehicular travel, in both options, raised concerns that traffic flow and business access via 
vehicle could be negatively impacted. Both options received favourable comments for their potential to 
enhance the public realm and streetscape esthetic. 

 

Next steps 
The public feedback received during this phase of engagement will be used in conjunction with technical 
analysis and cost considerations to select which projects will be carried forward for implementation. Phase 3 
Engagement will include the presentation of refined design drawings of the projects that were selected 
through the Phase 2. The public can expect the Kensington Area Improvements Project Phase 3 to launch 
in the winter of 2022.
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Summary of Input 
Question #1: 

Citizens were shown current streetscape conditions and asked to rate their level of enthusiasm for corridor 
improvements on a five-point Likert scale. Results of how citizens ranks their enthusiasm for Kensington 
Road corridor changes can be seen in the table below: 

1 – Not at all: 
Leave the 
corridor as it is 

2 3 4 5 – Very excited: 
Improvements are really 
needed at this location 

24  8 8 21 101 
 

Question #2:  

Citizens were presented with a visual concept and description for Kensington Road Summer Condition 
Option A. They when then ask how well Option A met the goals described in the concept drawing. 

1 – Does not meet 
goals at all 

2 3 4 5 – Meets the 
above goals 

 35 15 8 41 46 
 

Question #3: 

Citizens were presented with a visual concept and description for Kensington Road Winter Condition Option 
A. They when then ask how well Option A met the goals described in the concept drawing. 

1 – Does not meet 
goals at all 

2 3 4 5 – Meets the 
above goals 

41 25 12 41 26 
 

Question #4: 

Citizens were presented with a visual concept and description for Kensington Road Proposed Condition B 
which was an all year alternative to the two options within Condition A. They when then ask how well Option 
B met the goals described in the concept drawing. 

1 – Does not meet 
goals at all 

2 3 4 5 – Meets the 
above goals 

23 16 5 33 81 
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Below is a summary table that outlines core participant concerns, issues, feedback, and observations about 
their experience on Kensington Road. In total, 117 comments were received regarding current streetscape 
conditions. 

Category Responses 
Streetscape lacks appeal • This category received enthusiastic commentary for the sidewalk 

patio extension spurred by the Covid-19 pandemic. The activation 
of sidewalk space was viewed as positive and adding vibrancy to 
Kensington Road. 

• Stakeholders agree that the street could be more attractive to 
pedestrian particularly between 14th and 18th Street which many 
respondents described as dead space particularly on the 
southside of the road. 

• New streetscape amenities and the addition of trees were brought 
forward as solutions to improve the pedestrian realm. 

Prioritize Active Modes and 
pedestrian (e.g. sidewalk) 
improvements 

• Stakeholders indicated that the area is currently unwelcoming to 
cyclists and that more could be done to accommodate people 
travelling on foot. 

• Participants indicated that the sidewalks needed remediation. 
Not enough room for 
bikes/pedestrians/mobility 
devices 

• Stakeholder indicated pedestrian were too crowded into narrow 
sidewalk spaces along Kensington Road. 

• Participants cited the limited width of Kensington Road as a 
reason to focus bike routes on nearby streets and not on this 
corridor. 

Alternate design feedback • A variety of design specific feedback and suggestions were 
collected in this category. Participants asked if it was possible to 
mitigate construction impacts in this area, how transit was being 
prioritized along Kensington Road and if bike lanes could be 
replaced with additional patio space and streetscape activations. 

Prioritize Traffic Throughput 
and Parking Availability 

• Parking and vehicular access was seen as essential to local 
businesses and service providers. 

• Participants felt congestion and parking availability was already 
an issue along this corridor. 

• Stakeholders suggested that if roadway changes were to be 
made and parking was minimized, additional parking should be 
made available on side streets or through new parking facilities. 

Traffic Calming and Safety 
Observations 

• Participant observed that vehicles speed along this corridor and 
did not always consider pedestrian movements. Comments 
referenced safety concerns specific to crossing points along 
Kensington Road. 
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• Current conditions such as poorly market crosswalks, drivers 
challenged by low sun and quick lane changes due to parking 
were cited by stakeholders. 

Specific block or 
intersection comments 

• Participants referenced specific block faces or intersection in their 
observations of Kensington Road. 

• A theme emerged of block faces between 14 and 18th Street 
lacking curb appeal and a sense of place. 

• Specific crosswalks were submitted as problematic for safe 
pedestrian passage.  

Importance of local 
business 

• Stakeholders expressed the need to prioritize local business 
needs and ensure there  

Not supportive/unnecessary • Participants expressed opposition to the project and felt the 
proposed changes would not be in the best interest of the 
corridor. 

Congestion 
concerns/observations 

• Stakeholder reported observations of traffic congestion along 
Kensington Road with particular focus on the intersection at 10th 
Street and Kensington Road. 

• A segment of comments felt that dedicated bike lanes would 
serve to further congest this corridor. 

 

Option A – Kensington Road Summer and Winter Conditions 

Below is a summary table outlining core participant feedback and impressions when presented with 
Proposed Option A. In total, 111 comments were submitted regarding how citizens felt about the proposed 
streetscape changes, considering both the Winter and Summer conditions. 

Category Response 
Prioritize Active Modes and 
pedestrian (e.g. sidewalk) 
improvements 

• Participants indicated that cycling was a year-round mode of 
transport and plans for cycling should be for all seasons. A few 
comments suggested bike infrastructure should be extended to 
Crowchild Trail. 

• The need for pedestrian level improvements were cited in this 
category (e.g. sidewalk repairs and increases to sidewalk width) as 
were traffic calming measures to improve pedestrian crossing of 
Kensington Road. 

Seasonal considerations • Participants indicated infrastructure should be set up to support 
year-round bike access and Option A did not adequately address 
this need. 

• Stakeholders inquired if bike lanes would be cleared of snow and 
ice during the winter months. 

Parking, vehicular and 
business access concerns 

• Parking availability was a consideration for stakeholders; concerns 
were communicated that removal of parking would create spill off 
effect on nearby residential streets. 
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• Stakeholders were concerned that inadequate street parking could 
negatively impact the local business community. 

Design feedback or 
questions 

• Participants questioned if changing conditions between summer 
and winter would create confusion. A group of participants did not 
see the winter option as creating significant change. 

• A group of participants suggestions Kensington Road (10-14 
Street) become a pedestrian only plaza apart from transit vehicles. 

• Stakeholder raised the question of costs when alternating roadway 
set ups and conditions on a seasonal basis. 

• A few comments ask how the trees would be planted and what 
types of trees would be selected to ensure their survival. 

Not supportive • Unsupportive comments cited confusion and lack of understanding 
around changing seasonal patterns. 

• Participants expressed concern that these changes could impact 
traffic and congestion and therefore should not be implemented. 

Not enough room for 
bikes/pedestrians/mobility 
devices 

• Participants indicated that the road often felt narrow and 
particularly so during winter months. 

• Comments cited inadequate sidewalks presenting challenges for 
pedestrian and people using mobility devices such as walkers or 
wheelchairs. 

• A few comments suggested that bike route designation was better 
positioned on alternate streets given the busy nature of Kensington 
Road. 

Traffic Calming • Participants cited safety observations and expressed support for 
implementation of traffic calming measures and reduced speed 
limits. An enhanced tree canopy was cited as a positive way to 
improve the public realm and create a natural traffic calming effect. 

• Stakeholders indicated that Option A measures would achieve a 
traffic calming effect and reduce safety concerns. 

 

Option B – Kensington Road Streetscaping 

Below is a summary table outlining core participant feedback and impressions when presented with 
Proposed Option B. In total, 127 comments were submitted regarding how citizens felt about the proposed 
streetscape changes on Kensington Road. 

Category Response 
Prioritize separation of 
bikes, pedestrians, and 
mobility devices modes 

• Participants indicated that the provision of elevated infrastructure 
for cyclists would increase their safety. There was support for more 
clearly defined separate between vehicles and active modes. 

• Comments specified this was a modern design that prioritized 
accessibility for all user groups. 

Importance of parking and 
through traffic 

• Participants expressed concern for the parking loss that would be 
required to implement this plan. 
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• Stakeholders recognized Kensington Road as an important 
vehicular corridor, particularly in its connections at 14th Street and 
10th Street as motorists access downtown Calgary.  

Alternate design feedback 
or intersections of focus 

• Specific design suggestions, such as the south sidewalk on 
Kensington Road requiring more trees and potential mitigation of 
user conflicts at alley lanes and parking lot driveways on both sides 
of Kensington between 10th and 14th. Some participants  

• A group of respondents suggested summer only pedestrian only 
access on the east block faces of Kensington Road. 

Esthetic or placemaking  • Stakeholders offered supportive comments regarding streetscaping 
and landscaping improvements along Kensington Road. 

• The addition of trees and greenery was cited as an opportunity to 
provide shade during the summer months and contribute to a more 
interesting streetscape year-round. 

General support • Participants cited Kensington Road as an important community 
corridor and that these improvements were worthy of investment. 

• General support for year-round improvements opposed to the 
seasonal changes outlined in Option A. 

Seasonal considerations 
and winter preparations 

• Respondents indicated Option B better met the year round needs of 
pedestrians and cyclists who would use bike lanes and enhanced 
sidewalks during the winter months. 

• A segment of participants felt bike lanse would be abandoned 
during winter months and that snow and ice removal would not be 
addresses. 

Traffic calming • Stakeholder felt Option B had potential to provide a strong focus on 
people (versus vehicles) and address traffic calming. 

• Participant cited challenges between pedestrians and motorists at 
crossing points and this  

Density and businesses • Comments in this category generally pertained to the preservation 
of vehicle parking infrastructure between 10th and 14th St NW where 
people would need be accessing the BIA district. 

• Increasing mixed use residential developments were also cited as 
an important consideration when making any streetscape changes 
in Kensington. 

Project questions and 
specific feedback 

• Participants posed questions to the project team specific to Option 
B. For example, a few respondents asked what could be done to 
address the pedestrian and bike connection at 10 Street and 
Kensington Road as well as the transit and car turning congestion 
at that intersection. 

Not supportive • Participants who provided unsupportive comments cited low bike 
traffic volumes, negative business impacts and potential vehicle 
congestion. 
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Verbatim Comments 
 
Verbatim comments presented here include all feedback, suggestions, comments and messages that were 
collected online and in-person through the engagement described in this report. All input has been reviewed 
and provided to Project Teams to be considered in decision making for the project. 

 
Any personal identifying information has been removed from the verbatim comments presented here. 
Comments or portions of comments that contain profanity, or that are not in compliance with the City's 
Respectful Workplace Policy or Online Tool Moderation Practice, have also been removed from participant 
submissions. 

Wherever possible the remainder of the submissions remains. No other edits to the feedback have been 
made, and the verbatim comments are as received. As a result, some of the content in this verbatim record 
may still be considered offensive or distasteful to some readers.  

 

What is important to know about the current streetscape? Tell us why. 

• i Kensington Road is busy and not inviting as a pedestrian or cyclist, even though it is one of the 
main roads of an urban village. Also, the intersection of 14th street and Kensington Road is quite 
unpleasant with 3 of the 4 corners being largely empty. 

• Calgary should not be spending money on this at this time 
• Important busy thoroughfare with limited other options.Do not agree with narrowing roadway further. 

Alternatives exist for bike pedestrians. 
• Please control traffic on Gladstone Road. Absolutely unacceptable with control 
• From Kensington road to 2 avenue N. W. 4 way stop signs should be at 1 and 2 avenue on 23 street 

as this street has more speeders and traffic then 20,21,22, streets put together. A bus route without 
a centre line on the road. Most traffic are speeders. . 

• I enjoy walking in the Kensington area, but find biking there to be mostly unpleasant. 
• This is a very crowded area, difficult to walk through, especially with the strange way sidewalks are 

arranged around summer patios. Biking - or even walking your bike - around inner Kensington is 
impossible. 

• This should be considered for seasonal use as pedestrian only on summer weekends with increased 
semi permanent patios. Winter time the patios can be removed and streets opened up for addition 
vehicular traffic. 

• A number of people refuse to go to the area now because parking and traffic are so bad. Parking still 
needs to be available, not limited. Not everyone who visits the area is going to bike or walk. In the 
winter more cars will be down there than bikers. 

• Currently lacks accessibility. Continues to prioritize cars and drivers over pedestrians and cyclists 

http://publicaccess.calgary.ca/lldm01/livelink.exe?func=ccpa.general&msgID=VsrscyrAgI&msgAction=Download
http://publicaccess.calgary.ca/lldm01/livelink.exe?func=ccpa.general&msgID=VsrscyrAgI&msgAction=Download
https://engage.calgary.ca/moderation
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• Current streetscape does limit active transport.  Parking can already be difficult, so if street parking 
is removed, this parking could be very difficult.  I’m still in favour of greater pedestrian/biking options. 

• Ugly and car centric.  No shade for walkers. 
• Currently the sidewalks lack accessibility for individuals in wheel chairs, motorized chairs and 

strollers. Bump downs and orange barricades are always misplaced. This design favours outdoor 
seating for businesses without ample walking space in many area 

• this road serves as one of a few access points to downtown. There is a path along the river 
• The current streetscape is sufficiently crowded as it is with parked cars and vehicular traffic. Adding 

bike lanes will only add to the sense of crowding… 
• kensington road is not currently pleasant to walk down!  There's so much traffic and it feels unsafe 

since cars go so fast. it also doesn't feel very safe to bike down, since there aren't bike paths. 
• This is a major foot traffic area with terrible pedestrian infrastructure. There is no cycling 

infrastructure at all. Improving both of these would be a huge boon to local business. 
• just fix the road and sidewalks 
• It is essential that a parking lane remain in front of the residential homes on the north side of 

Kensington Road from 16th - 18th. If street parking is removed from10th - 14th adequate alternative 
parking is required to support local businesses. 

• I think a wider walking street and places to sit would be wonderful. Its a place to  chat outside and 
people watch. Right now it feels conjested. Bike lanes would make this  worse. 

• Before any changes are made, traffic flow from Crowchild should be corrected first, as well as 
improvements to the kensington rd&14St intersection. 

• would like Kensington Road to be improved for cycling, currently too much traffic and no dedicated 
lane. 

• Love the atmosphere in the summer with the patios. Creates a strong community atmosphere, one 
that I'm proud to be a part of. Pedestrian focused could further improve the area. Cars can take 
memorial instead. 

• Do not introduce bicycle lanes 
• Needs protected bike lanes, and can be unpleasant to walk due to sidewalks being too narrow. 
• Presently, the traffic at times is heavy traveling east on Kensington approaching Crowchild.  During 

rush hour making a left (south) onto Crowchild can take 2 to 3 lights. 
• Streetscape tries to be too many things and does not do any really well.  Some spots need much 

more help than others - ie. NW corner at Kensington road and 10ST NW. 
• Tiny sidewalks and loud vehicle travel; poor crossings north/south make use of alternate modes feel 

dangerous. 
• Needs to be more walkable, so more people use the area…really need a development where the old 

Legion was 
• Not safe for kids and biking 
• This road could be a world class pedestrian and shops road, similar to Bear St in Banff 
• Current version works 
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• Too crowded both for walking and driving. Good to have the outdoor seating at restaurants but the 
downside is that people tend to cross/walk in the street more often (not just on the temporary 
walkways but on the street). Would be good to have barriers 

• Does not address the volume of car traffic that needs access to Crowchild & 14th St 
• not safe, too much traffic, noise. There is main conduit (Memorial Drive) 500M to South. If to attract 

tourists to walk/bike safe environment need to change to less functional more European 
environment -plants/lights/etc 

• I don't understand your section breakdown.  West of 14th is vastly different than east of 14th.  
Proposals are good for west of 14th.  The lack of parking for east of 14th is a major issue.  This is an 
area with significant businesses depending on parking 

• Very busy, curbs uneven and few cyclists 
• I want this corridor to have a bike lane and be more pedestrian friendly but I also want to keep it as 

an important corridor for vehicles to get into Kensington. 
• Speed limit was reduced to 40, that is enough 
• I love the sidewalk patios and would like to keep them. However the pedestrian walk way needs to 

be consistent from end or end. Vs serving space on the sidewalk then on the parking pads then 
back. 

• Absolutely this needs to be upgraded, between 14th and 19th Street Kensington Rd is in terrible 
shape and incredibly ugly for what is supposed to be a destination area. Improvements long 
overdue. Street in terrible shape. 

• Street parking is esencial for many of the businesses along Kensington Road. 
• Not walker friendly, too high speed and thin sidewalks with no shade. Area could be much more 

active with walkers and businesses. 
• Any plan for 19th (and 21st) would be better applied to 18th St NW (Queen E K-12)! 18th St is more 

deserving! 
• Too much focus on cars and parking, not enough on people and patios. Pop-up patio's should be 

moved to the street, with continuous sidewalks, instead of jogging sidewalks around patios. 
• Parking is needed in this area 
• Connects to one of the few bridge entering downtown. 
• Worried cars will no longer be welcome 
• With the approval of the VERY LARGE legion project and the new project going in the vacant CBC 

lot there will be a lot more traffic on Kensington Rd. Already cars speed and don’t slow for 
crosswalks so we need measures to reduce the volume of traffic 

• street is too wide - wasted space 
• Option A and B may have benefits, however Kensington Road is a major access point to Crowchild, 

and I do not see any information on how good levels of access will be maintained with only single 
lane traffic in each direction. 

• need a bike lane here 
• Need parking and place to drive 
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• The current streetscape feels like it is heavily centered around vehicles as it is mostly roadway and 
parking. When biking beside parked vehicles I am forced further into the roadway to avoid being hit 
by an opening car door. 

• West of 14th St, Kensington Rd is terrible for non-drivers. With its back-ward faced houses, it invites 
speeding, and it's hard to cross on foot, unsafe for bikes, and very loud for walking. East of 14th, it's 
decent for pedestrians but unsafe for bikes. 

• We live on kensington road, it is dangerous, very loud and the pedestrian crossing at 16th street has 
been the worst I have almost been hit daily both walking and cycling, my car has also been hit 
multiple times parked on the street 

• I think that as Kensington Road is now, it is built for vehicles and is not adequate for the foot traffic it 
gets. 

• Kensington is currently uninviting and dominated by vehicle needs. It is not friendly for cyclists, 
pedestrians, scooters and other forms of transporation. 

• Pop-up patios are the main issue on Kensington Road affecting pedestrian safety. 
• Need a signalized crosswalk at 16th ST as part of traffic calming - quite dangerous to cross 
• Too much space devoted to vehicles, unsafe conditions for cycling. 
• theres a lot of shops that I dont frequently go to because it's a pain in the ass to bike there 
• This street is super busy with vehicular traffic. The sidewalks are also not wide enough in some 

spaces to accomodate pedestrians and street furniture. 
• Too carcentric 
• Leave as is. 
• The current street supports businesses with parking.  I also support continuing to allow summer 

patios for the businesses. 
• A constant reminder of how much our policies fail everyone. 
• This road is already a mess given the extended patios for bars/restuarants 
• Parking has always been an issue for both vendors and patrons. Removing parking would be 

detrimental. One of the biggest issues is the Lane reversal on 10th at rush hour which creates a 
bottleneck to turn from Kensington to 10th-can take 10min to turn 

• I see no purpose in these improvements especially during a pandemic and the downturn in the 
economy.  I am unemployed and tired of paying high property taxes.  A true waste of my tax dollars. 

• The 14th street & Kensington intersection needs a detailed plan. There is a lot of left and right 
turning in all eight directions. How will this intersection be managed? Will absolutely need left hand 
turn lanes on Kensington. 

• This is a high volume road servicing the neighbourhood between 14th st. and 10th st.  It needs to 
stay a high volume road, and vehicular restrictions will cause unnecessary delay.  Walking & cycling 
should be pushed to neighbouring low-volume streets. 

• Being so close to the City Centre, Kensington Rd is a valuable access for vehicles. Take it away or 
calm it, will just force vehicles to go through the neighbourhood via streets not designed to handle 
more vehicle traffic 

• it's heavily trafficked and unkept. 
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• It's a major connector with many destinations, but is crappy for walking and biking. 
• Not adequate safety for bikes 
• Bring more people into Kensington  More free short term parking is needed 2 to 4 hours.  There is 

no place to park.  This limits people coming to kensington 
• only bus benches! 
• A miserable unpleasant walking experience, dangerous to cycle. Lots of speeding and source of cut 

through traffic. 
• Rebuilding a vibrant community is better for everyone in the city. It encourages increased density by 

offering people local options for engaging outside of their home. Needs to also consider how local 
businesses can leverage the changes. 

• It's designed only for cars -- not a safe or pleasant corridor for walking or cycling. 
• Kensington Road can be a nightmare due to cut through traffic trying to get downtown with the 

miserable bit of road between it and Memorial on 10th. Anything to improve Kensington Road. 
• Right now: horrible! 
• Supports the high flow of traffic.  People still need to drive in and out of this neighbourhood in 

reasonable time. 
• Parking is already hard enough in this area. you would not be benefitting the area and the 

businesses by taking away their only parking spots. 
• Traffic speed is high on Kensington Road. There are lots of children walking and cycling to school. 

The cross-walks feel very risky, with drivers challenged by low sun and quick lane changes due to 
parking. 

• Can not reduce the number of vehicles using the road cycles etc have good alternative roads ie 
Bowness rd 

• Corridor just average, yet one of best communities/streets in Calgary. Critical to INVEST in inner city 
communities and this is primo location, so invest here first. 

• Its fast traffic and unsafe for biking (narrow lanes) 
• Kensington competitive advantage is its aesthetic. Chatted with other businesses re closing 

Kensington at 10 for open/shared street & they are interested in testing. Might help congestion on 
10? Patios have been AWESOME! 10-10A feels v exposed for ped 

• Need improvement, cars travel way too fast along Kensington Road, above the speed limit 
• I am not in favor of lane reduction ad it will increase short cutting thru the community. Everyone uses 

Biwnesd Road and bike path already. We dint need mire bike lanes mixing with traffic. And i am a 
cyclist. 

• Pedestrians are too close to vehicle traffic and it’s very unsafe to cycle 
• Kensington just dies as a destination retail neighbourhood by 14th St. It should extend all the way to 

Parkdale. 
• This stretch of Kensington was so great with more people space and less car space during Covid. 
• This is an often featureless road that is pedestrian unfriendly.  the proposed improvements are very 

exciting! 
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• The south side of the western end of this section of the street is not cleared and is impassable most 
of the winter.  The crosswalk at 16th Street is dangerous. 

• once you get west of 14th street, it's really not a nice road to be on 
• The sidewalks are cracked around here and uneven. The foliage hangs very low. You have to duck 

to miss it in some places. It is a very ugly boring walk from West Hillhurst to the main Kensington 
strip. Could definitely use a face lift! 

• it is currently a through fair and uninviting for the small businesses 
• I am local, one blk fr Road. It is fast but needs to be transport lane 50km. Not desirable for walking. 
• This road is terrifying to cross with small kids, and even as an adult sometimes. 
• Needs improvement for pedestrian/bikes. 
• Sidewalks and pavement seem "older" and there's no way cyclists can share the road. I'd love to see 

a way cyclists can get from Kensington Road to the river paths easily. 
• Frels a little like there is always construction on this road, but it is a key street 
• There is a lack of transit priority here, despite this corridor being home to one of the busiest bus 

services in Calgary, and being identified in RouteAhead as a key BRT corridor in the future. 
• I really like the covid measures allowing bars and restaurants to have summer patios. This greatly 

improves the atmosphere of the neighbourhood. I am an avid cyclist but would rather not see bike 
lanes along this street. I would prioritize patios. 

• Commercial patio space should be the focus between 10 and at least 14 st 
• There needs to be a more pedestrian friendly feel to the road! 
• Too auto dominated. Pedestrians too crowded in narrow spaces. Cyclists unsafe. Doesn’t invite 
• I think the parking in kensington is already terrible. If we are going to make improvement on traffic 

calming (which is great!) additional parking needs to be opened up on side streets or dedicated free 
locations. 

• Current vehicle lanes too wide, adding noise to a otherwise great pedestrian village. 
• It is just plain awful. I avoid using this street on foot or on my bike because it is hostile and 

uninviting. 
• Cars are driving too fast on this road. Cars have too much space/importance on Kensington Rd : no 

bike lanes. 
• It is Dangerous to cross, cars use this as a short cut, shoppers and pedestrians needs to be 

prioritized 
• from 14 to 18 streets the pedestrian experience is pretty awful, especially on the south side. 
• Needs a focus on improved public realm and green landscaping. Not sure dedicated bike lanes are 

best placed here. 
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How do you think of Option A (temporary winter conditions)? Tell us why. 

• Kensington Road is busy and not inviting as a pedestrian or cyclist, even though it is one of the main 
roads of an urban village. Also, the intersection of 14th street and Kensington Road is quite 
unpleasant with 3 of the 4 corners being largely empty. 

• Calgary should not be spending money on this at this time 
• Important busy thoroughfare with limited other options.Do not agree with narrowing roadway further. 

Alternatives exist for bike pedestrians. 
• Please control traffic on Gladstone Road. Absolutely unacceptable with control 
• From Kensington road to 2 avenue N. W. 4 way stop signs should be at 1 and 2 avenue on 23 street 

as this street has more speeders and traffic then 20,21,22, streets put together. A bus route without 
a centre line on the road. Most traffic are speeders. . 

• I enjoy walking in the Kensington area, but find biking there to be mostly unpleasant. 
• This is a very crowded area, difficult to walk through, especially with the strange way sidewalks are 

arranged around summer patios. Biking - or even walking your bike - around inner Kensington is 
impossible. 

• This should be considered for seasonal use as pedestrian only on summer weekends with increased 
semi permanent patios. Winter time the patios can be removed and streets opened up for addition 
vehicular traffic. 

• A number of people refuse to go to the area now because parking and traffic are so bad. Parking still 
needs to be available, not limited. Not everyone who visits the area is going to bike or walk. In the 
winter more cars will be down there than bikers. 

• Currently lacks accessibility. Continues to prioritize cars and drivers over pedestrians and cyclists 
• Current streetscape does limit active transport.  Parking can already be difficult, so if street parking 

is removed, this parking could be very difficult.  I’m still in favour of greater pedestrian/biking options. 
• Ugly and car centric.  No shade for walkers. 
• Currently the sidewalks lack accessibility for individuals in wheel chairs, motorized chairs and 

strollers. Bump downs and orange barricades are always misplaced. This design favours outdoor 
seating for businesses without ample walking space in many area 

• this road serves as one of a few access points to downtown. There is a path along the river 
• The current streetscape is sufficiently crowded as it is with parked cars and vehicular traffic. Adding 

bike lanes will only add to the sense of crowding… 
• kensington road is not currently pleasant to walk down!  There's so much traffic and it feels unsafe 

since cars go so fast. it also doesn't feel very safe to bike down, since there aren't bike paths. 
• This is a major foot traffic area with terrible pedestrian infrastructure. There is no cycling 

infrastructure at all. Improving both of these would be a huge boon to local business. 
• just fix the road and sidewalks 
• It is essential that a parking lane remain in front of the residential homes on the north side of 

Kensington Road from 16th - 18th. If street parking is removed from10th - 14th adequate alternative 
parking is required to support local businesses. 
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• I think a wider walking street and places to sit would be wonderful. Its a place to  chat outside and 
people watch. Right now it feels conjested. Bike lanes would make this  worse. 

• Before any changes are made, traffic flow from Crowchild should be corrected first, as well as 
improvements to the kensington rd&14St intersection. 

• would like Kensington Road to be improved for cycling, currently too much traffic and no dedicated 
lane. 

• Love the atmosphere in the summer with the patios. Creates a strong community atmosphere, one 
that I'm proud to be a part of. Pedestrian focused could further improve the area. Cars can take 
memorial instead. 

• Do not introduce bicycle lanes 
• Needs protected bike lanes, and can be unpleasant to walk due to sidewalks being too narrow. 
• Presently, the traffic at times is heavy traveling east on Kensington approaching Crowchild.  During 

rush hour making a left (south) onto Crowchild can take 2 to 3 lights. 
• Streetscape tries to be too many things and does not do any really well.  Some spots need much 

more help than others - ie. NW corner at Kensington road and 10ST NW. 
• Tiny sidewalks and loud vehicle travel; poor crossings north/south make use of alternate modes feel 

dangerous. 
• Needs to be more walkable, so more people use the area…really need a development where the old 

Legion was 
• Not safe for kids and biking 
• This road could be a world class pedestrian and shops road, similar to Bear St in Banff 
• Current version works 
• Too crowded both for walking and driving. Good to have the outdoor seating at restaurants but the 

downside is that people tend to cross/walk in the street more often (not just on the temporary 
walkways but on the street). Would be good to have barriers 

• Does not address the volume of car traffic that needs access to Crowchild & 14th St 
• not safe, too much traffic, noise. There is main conduit (Memorial Drive) 500M to South. If to attract 

tourists to walk/bike safe environment need to change to less functional more European 
environment -plants/lights/etc 

• I don't understand your section breakdown.  West of 14th is vastly different than east of 14th.  
Proposals are good for west of 14th.  The lack of parking for east of 14th is a major issue.  This is an 
area with significant businesses depending on parking 

• Very busy, curbs uneven and few cyclists 
• I want this corridor to have a bike lane and be more pedestrian friendly but I also want to keep it as 

an important corridor for vehicles to get into Kensington. 
• Speed limit was reduced to 40, that is enough 
• I love the sidewalk patios and would like to keep them. However the pedestrian walk way needs to 

be consistent from end or end. Vs serving space on the sidewalk then on the parking pads then 
back. 
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• Absolutely this needs to be upgraded, between 14th and 19th Street Kensington Rd is in terrible 
shape and incredibly ugly for what is supposed to be a destination area. Improvements long 
overdue. Street in terrible shape. 

• Street parking is esencial for many of the businesses along Kensington Road. 
• Not walker friendly, too high speed and thin sidewalks with no shade. Area could be much more 

active with walkers and businesses. 
• Any plan for 19th (and 21st) would be better applied to 18th St NW (Queen E K-12)! 18th St is more 

deserving! 
• Too much focus on cars and parking, not enough on people and patios. Pop-up patio's should be 

moved to the street, with continuous sidewalks, instead of jogging sidewalks around patios. 
• Parking is needed in this area 
• Connects to one of the few bridge entering downtown. 
• Worried cars will no longer be welcome 
• With the approval of the VERY LARGE legion project and the new project going in the vacant CBC 

lot there will be a lot more traffic on Kensington Rd. Already cars speed and don’t slow for 
crosswalks so we need measures to reduce the volume of traffic 

• street is too wide - wasted space 
• Option A and B may have benefits, however Kensington Road is a major access point to Crowchild, 

and I do not see any information on how good levels of access will be maintained with only single 
lane traffic in each direction. 

• need a bike lane here 
• Need parking and place to drive 
• The current streetscape feels like it is heavily centered around vehicles as it is mostly roadway and 

parking. When biking beside parked vehicles I am forced further into the roadway to avoid being hit 
by an opening car door. 

• West of 14th St, Kensington Rd is terrible for non-drivers. With its back-ward faced houses, it invites 
speeding, and it's hard to cross on foot, unsafe for bikes, and very loud for walking. East of 14th, it's 
decent for pedestrians but unsafe for bikes. 

• We live on kensington road, it is dangerous, very loud and the pedestrian crossing at 16th street has 
been the worst I have almost been hit daily both walking and cycling, my car has also been hit 
multiple times parked on the street 

• I think that as Kensington Road is now, it is built for vehicles and is not adequate for the foot traffic it 
gets. 

• Kensington is currently uninviting and dominated by vehicle needs. It is not friendly for cyclists, 
pedestrians, scooters and other forms of transporation. 

• Pop-up patios are the main issue on Kensington Road affecting pedestrian safety. 
• Need a signalized crosswalk at 16th ST as part of traffic calming - quite dangerous to cross 
• Too much space devoted to vehicles, unsafe conditions for cycling. 
• theres a lot of shops that I dont frequently go to because it's a pain in the ass to bike there 
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• This street is super busy with vehicular traffic. The sidewalks are also not wide enough in some 
spaces to accomodate pedestrians and street furniture. 

• Too carcentric 
• Leave as is. 
• The current street supports businesses with parking.  I also support continuing to allow summer 

patios for the businesses. 
• A constant reminder of how much our policies fail everyone. 
• This road is already a mess given the extended patios for bars/restuarants 
• Parking has always been an issue for both vendors and patrons. Removing parking would be 

detrimental. One of the biggest issues is the Lane reversal on 10th at rush hour which creates a 
bottleneck to turn from Kensington to 10th-can take 10min to turn 

• I see no purpose in these improvements especially during a pandemic and the downturn in the 
economy.  I am unemployed and tired of paying high property taxes.  A true waste of my tax dollars. 

• The 14th street & Kensington intersection needs a detailed plan. There is a lot of left and right 
turning in all eight directions. How will this intersection be managed? Will absolutely need left hand 
turn lanes on Kensington. 

• This is a high volume road servicing the neighbourhood between 14th st. and 10th st.  It needs to 
stay a high volume road, and vehicular restrictions will cause unnecessary delay.  Walking & cycling 
should be pushed to neighbouring low-volume streets. 

• Being so close to the City Centre, Kensington Rd is a valuable access for vehicles. Take it away or 
calm it, will just force vehicles to go through the neighbourhood via streets not designed to handle 
more vehicle traffic 

• it's heavily trafficked and unkept. 
• It's a major connector with many destinations, but is crappy for walking and biking. 
• Not adequate safety for bikes 
• Bring more people into Kensington  More free short term parking is needed 2 to 4 hours.  There is 

no place to park.  This limits people coming to kensington 
• only bus benches! 
• A miserable unpleasant walking experience, dangerous to cycle. Lots of speeding and source of cut 

through traffic. 
• Rebuilding a vibrant community is better for everyone in the city. It encourages increased density by 

offering people local options for engaging outside of their home. Needs to also consider how local 
businesses can leverage the changes. 

• It's designed only for cars -- not a safe or pleasant corridor for walking or cycling. 
• Kensington Road can be a nightmare due to cut through traffic trying to get downtown with the 

miserable bit of road between it and Memorial on 10th. Anything to improve Kensington Road. 
• Right now: horrible! 
• Supports the high flow of traffic.  People still need to drive in and out of this neighbourhood in 

reasonable time. 
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• Parking is already hard enough in this area. you would not be benefitting the area and the 
businesses by taking away their only parking spots. 

• Traffic speed is high on Kensington Road. There are lots of children walking and cycling to school. 
The cross-walks feel very risky, with drivers challenged by low sun and quick lane changes due to 
parking. 

• Can not reduce the number of vehicles using the road cycles etc have good alternative roads ie 
Bowness rd 

• Corridor just average, yet one of best communities/streets in Calgary. Critical to INVEST in inner city 
communities and this is primo location, so invest here first. 

• Its fast traffic and unsafe for biking (narrow lanes) 
• Kensington competitive advantage is its aesthetic. Chatted with other businesses re closing 

Kensington at 10 for open/shared street & they are interested in testing. Might help congestion on 
10? Patios have been AWESOME! 10-10A feels v exposed for ped 

• Need improvement, cars travel way too fast along Kensington Road, above the speed limit 
• I am not in favor of lane reduction ad it will increase short cutting thru the community. Everyone uses 

Biwnesd Road and bike path already. We dint need mire bike lanes mixing with traffic. And i am a 
cyclist. 

• Pedestrians are too close to vehicle traffic and it’s very unsafe to cycle 
• Kensington just dies as a destination retail neighbourhood by 14th St. It should extend all the way to 

Parkdale. 
• This stretch of Kensington was so great with more people space and less car space during Covid. 
• This is an often featureless road that is pedestrian unfriendly.  the proposed improvements are very 

exciting! 
• The south side of the western end of this section of the street is not cleared and is impassable most 

of the winter.  The crosswalk at 16th Street is dangerous. 
• once you get west of 14th street, it's really not a nice road to be on 
• The sidewalks are cracked around here and uneven. The foliage hangs very low. You have to duck 

to miss it in some places. It is a very ugly boring walk from West Hillhurst to the main Kensington 
strip. Could definitely use a face lift! 

• it is currently a through fair and uninviting for the small businesses 
• I am local, one blk fr Road. It is fast but needs to be transport lane 50km. Not desirable for walking. 
• This road is terrifying to cross with small kids, and even as an adult sometimes. 
• Needs improvement for pedestrian/bikes. 
• Sidewalks and pavement seem "older" and there's no way cyclists can share the road. I'd love to see 

a way cyclists can get from Kensington Road to the river paths easily. 
• Frels a little like there is always construction on this road, but it is a key street 
• There is a lack of transit priority here, despite this corridor being home to one of the busiest bus 

services in Calgary, and being identified in RouteAhead as a key BRT corridor in the future. 
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• I really like the covid measures allowing bars and restaurants to have summer patios. This greatly 
improves the atmosphere of the neighbourhood. I am an avid cyclist but would rather not see bike 
lanes along this street. I would prioritize patios. 

• Commercial patio space should be the focus between 10 and at least 14 st 
• There needs to be a more pedestrian friendly feel to the road! 
• Too auto dominated. Pedestrians too crowded in narrow spaces. Cyclists unsafe. Doesn’t invite 
• I think the parking in kensington is already terrible. If we are going to make improvement on traffic 

calming (which is great!) additional parking needs to be opened up on side streets or dedicated free 
locations. 

• Current vehicle lanes too wide, adding noise to a otherwise great pedestrian village. 
• It is just plain awful. I avoid using this street on foot or on my bike because it is hostile and 

uninviting. 
• Cars are driving too fast on this road. Cars have too much space/importance on Kensington Rd : no 

bike lanes. 
• It is Dangerous to cross, cars use this as a short cut, shoppers and pedestrians needs to be 

prioritized 
• from 14 to 18 streets the pedestrian experience is pretty awful, especially on the south side. 
• Needs a focus on improved public realm and green landscaping. Not sure dedicated bike lanes are 

best placed here. 

 

What do you think about Option B (temporary summer conditions)? Tell us why. 

• i I like that the bike lanes are raised from the street to encouraged a feeling of separation from traffic. 
How would clearing these paths in winter work? I prefer bike lanes to be separated from traffic by 
green space or parking to be fully protected. 

• Do not agree with further narrowing of roadway for vehicles nor disrupting limited parking further. 
Maybe adding a bike lane to existing walks without increasing width would help, and maybe 1 side 
only. this would provide protected lanes for both. 

• Gladstone Road needs traffic circles  or speed strips 
• Separate bike lanes are good! Need them all year long 
• Opportunities for additional seating translate into more profits for the local businesses. These 

opportunities should be financed with the Kensington BIA tax, not with property taxes. 
• Need for speed humps. 
• A&Bare good options 
• These bike lanes are much nicer and probably easier to maintain than the flimsy pole dividers. And 

why not bike to Kensington in winter? Parking would be reduced, but parkades are nicer in winter 
and street parking is rarely free anyway. 
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• This is a good option to improve the width of the sidewalks. that is a key consideration in the 
walkability of the area. planters and temporary green should be used as separators in the summer. 
and to enhance patio experience. temporary patios in summer 

• I like this option more as the vehicles are not as dominant a part of the street scape 
• No furnishing required. What would be the cost? How would it be financed? And how would the 

contract be awarded? 
• Sounds simpler but option A seems to have more benefits 
• Good too - might be better to accommodate winter traffic. 
• This option allows for more landscaping and in unchanging. On street parking is not required as 

properties have back lanes. If it is not required in summer then it is not required in winter. This will 
discourage the volume of through traffic.. 

• I like the additional seating and extended patios, but traffic flow needs to be maintained. Unless 
another access to downtown is created 

• not having dividers at the bike lanes doesn't feel as safe as option a.  once it snows, I don't think the 
bike paths would feel well-defined. 

• This is the better option. But why not consider eliminating all car traffic in this part of the street? 
• costly and reduces traffic flow 
• This would be fine for certain parts of Kensington Road. However, a year-round parking lane needs 

to be retained on the north side of the street from 16th - 18th and I have concerns about impact of 
less parking on businesses from 10th - 14th. 

• I like year round separated bike lanes and the wider furnishing area. Would be great for scooters 
too. I know parking will be a concern, maybe more angled instead of parallel parking could be added 
on side streets (like on 11th street) 

• I dont think we need a bike lane on Kensington road when there is one on 5th 
• Before any changes are made, traffic flow from Crowchild should be corrected first, as well as 

improvements to the kensington rd&14St intersection. 
• I prefer the year round bike lanes. 
• prefer the all year bike lanes and reduced car access 
• Increased furnishings space is awesome. Covid shows this potential and the neighbourhood comes 

alive with more space for pedestrians and sitting/restaurants 
• Seems like the better option. 
• Same as above.  Unless it is possible to divert Kensington traffic to Memorial Drive I'm concerned 

about the flow of traffic and the diversion of traffic to the residential area of West Hillhurst 
• I prefer permanent changes to seasonal changes. 
• Wider sidewalk is great, but I'd direct cycling traffic south one block to Westmount Rd instead of the 

bike lanes.  Instead retain parking / a flex lane to support future retail + invest in even wider sidewalk 
or parklets. 

• Dedicated bike paths and not so much importance on cars is the way forward 
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• I prefer option B for pedestrian safety at Kensington and 18th street.  Despite a pedestrian light, 
vehicles run the light all the time and with four driving lanes often pedestrians and drivers can't see 
each other, especially if there is a bus. 

• This road should have very few cars on it . Loading/unloading only. 
• Again, less parking works for no one in this city 
• Same, adding bike lanes just makes more congested and more confusion. I would prefer to see it 

kept to pedestrians and cars only. It is already difficult to get in and out of the neighborhood 
sometimes in rush hour. 

• NO PARKING 
• Not enough provision for parking for businesses in area (even less than option A). 
• A good plan 
• No, this is not Portland, we have snow that is pushed to the side. 
• provides for safer walking/biking, the focus is on people and not cars.  I do drive this route but would 

be happy for traffic calming 
• Year round bike lanes are critical. Year round extended patios are great for chinooks and create 

more space for outdoor patios! More space for people to sit and enjoy coffee and socializing all year. 
And consistent driving and parking conditions is safer. 

• Unlikely to be used as a bike computer corridor in winter given the memorial pathway is so close by. 
• I really like the increased outdoor seating for the bars and cafes in Kensington this summer and 

hope that could continue. Whatever can maintain that set up would be appreciated. 
• You need the parking on Kensington Road at least in the winter. Parking can be a nightmare already 

as is. 
• Trees and bike lanes are desperately needed on this street. 
• Any plan for 19th (and 21st) would be better applied to 18th St NW (Queen E K-12)! 18th St is more 

deserving! 
• People us the pathway on the river one block away to go east west. 
• Again, I am getting older, use my car to travel for work (many areas of the city) and this is just 

another example of cars not welcome, so I am not welcome 
• Miss out on bus transit, but the c-train station is very close 
• Needs substantial increase to visitor parking made available in Kensington area 
• protected bike lanes all year would be useful 
• i bike all year and would like bike lanes here 
• No need for bikes 
• the bike path will not get used much during winter 
• I like this option, because it can promote safe cycling for people of all ages. I think 1.8m is wide 

enough to allow passing in a single direction bike lane. I REALLY want to be able to continue using 
my bike in the winter. 
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• The permanent design of the bike lanes will be very comfortable for all levels of riders, whilst their 
existence in winter (even if not well used for bikes) will make the street far calmer for pedestrians 
and social life. 

• Doesn't look quite as safe for bikers 
• I don't think there would be enough parking space for residents on the north side of the road 
• Love this idea! love the idea of more greenery and seating space for pedestrians as they makeup a 

huge amount of the traffic in the area.  A more pedestrian friendly area will increase the amount of 
visitors to the local businesses 

• It is not clear from this diagram the degree to which the bike lanes are in fact protected and safe. 
• I like this option a lot. Protected bike lanes are hugely important and the all year changes won't lead 

to confusion like seasonal infrastructure changes do. 
• I'm against reducing driving areas and taking away parking.  More furnishings are not required - it's 

already an obstacle course. 
• Much preferred option, by facilitating year round cycling to this important commericial area. Will also 

make it feel safer as a pedestrian with less vehicle space. 
• yup, perfect! I dont know why youd close a bike lane in the winter. please plough it though. 
• Again, I like the widened sidewalks and furnishing zones. But again, is taking away all the parking 

feasible? I would love to see this road be pedestrian-only sometimes during the summer, like maybe 
Friday or Saturday evenings. 

• Blah. 
• Noticeably better, and with a raised bike lane, the access for bus stops and such will be significantly 

better. How patio extensions will work will be interesting. Travel widths could be more narrow to deal 
with patio caused detours. 

• Road too narrow, especially in winter. 
• Love it. Separation for all modes! 
• Where will people park if you eliminate street parking!?! 
• I see no purpose in these improvements especially during a pandemic and the downturn in the 

economy.  I am unemployed and tired of paying high property taxes.  A true waste of my tax dollars. 
• Permanent bike lanes seem more appropriate, but either option is an improvement. However there 

are A LOT of lanes and parking lot driveways on both sides of Kensington between 10th and 14th. 
Thats a lot of conflict points for bike lanes. 

• Both options seriously restrict vehicular traffic along a high volume road.  The road needs to stay a 
high volume road to effectively service the surrounding neighbourhoods, and restrictions will cause 
unnecessary delay and frustration to residents. 

• The neighbourhood is going through massive densification and this plan takes away parking for 
residents while encouraging traffic to utilize other streets not designed for handling through traffic 

• removing parking doesn't change the number of cars in the area - cars circling and turning from 
parking are most dangerous to pedestrian (and bike) safety. 

• This is as it should be. 
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• You are missing the reason Kensington Road is congested.  Put in an eastbound ramp from 14 St 
southbound. 

• This is preferable 
• people still bike in the winter. public safety for bikers must take priority over commute time or more 

parking spts. 
• This would eliminate customer access for many of the businesses on Kensington. 
• benches are great! it is a significant bus route that can be challenging in the winter 
• Need divided bike lanes for safety on this busy road. 
• Bike path to 21 St  is safer, healthier option. 
• This is the city scape for the 21st century. A quieter, calmer, safer route for all ages . Greening will 

provide shade in the summer and interest throughout the year. 
• as above. 
• Improved seating and more green could make it more inviting. 
• Looks good 
• I definitely prefer the all-year option. 
• The bike lanes are going to be useless space for half the year. 
• Terrible traffic flow for vehicles.  Grid lock.  Cyclists can go use 5/6th Ave instead. 
• I like to have the option to cycle safely in the winter 
• Parking is already hard enough in this area. you would not be benefitting the area and the 

businesses by taking away their only parking spots. 
• My children and I cycle this road year-round and we would favour year-round bike lanes. 
• Let’s direct the bike etc to other east west streets 
• Preferred for reasons cited at A.  Big challenge: what to do with ped/bike connection at 10 St?  

Punch ped & bike facility thru 10 St & 9A St develop't (heritage bldg ������) to ramp over Memorial, + 
into Sunnyside. Difficult & expensive, but no easy solution. 

• I lke it, it meets the goals, but would like to see divided bike/car lanes. 
• I REaLLy like the raised bike lane. Like a whole lot. And it looks like there’s room for patio AND bike 

path? This looks kinda dreamy to bike on. Business I work at wouldn’t miss the parking - there’s 
parking near the alley. 

• Would like to see barriers between the cars and bicycles 
• We need to improve the sidewalks in Kensington road, near 10Ast. It’s kind of dangerous to walk in 

a narrow corridor around the eat crow patio. Can’t imagine how challenging it is for people on wheel 
chairs. The road is busy with cars. Thx Patricie 

• As a cyclist for errands and leisure, i am not in favir if lane reduction which will increase traffic short 
cutting thru the community. Cyclists yse the oathway system and bowness road. Havent yiy planners 
got anything better to do with our taxes ????!!!! 

• I like the fact that this would remain year round, but would rather see a barrier between the cycle 
and vehicle lanes 

• This would be a major boost to the small, local businesses on this corridor. 
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• How does this help public transit? 
• This section of Kensington would be so much better with less cars and more Bike Access. 
• Same comment as above. 
• I like this option better.  I worry about the Kensington Road/14th Street intersection.  Anything that 

increases congestion there will more more traffic into the surrounding community. 
• bike lanes should extend to crowchild 
• I would love greenery and seats to encourage walking along Kensington road. Birds are also popular 

out here so a wider side walk would be ideal 
• good - people bike year round. 
• Year-round cycling support is much better, as is reduction of traffic and increase in seating. Fits city 

objectives. 
• Any of these options will be beneficial to Kensington road. Please consider a traffic light at 18 street. 

It is so dangerous for my kids to get to school. So many people run through the cross walk. All of 
these calming measures are appreciated! 

• If bike lane, make it one side only of street. Easy bike options one block S &N of Kensington. Well 
used See STRAVA. 

• Consistent feel year round so no confusion over how road is used and safe! 
• I really appreciate the dedicated cycling lanes. 
• Not enough bike volume year-round. 
• I like this option better. I don't like removing most of the parking in the summer. I also don't think 

there's a need to have the bike lane protected. On this road you would probably see mostly adult 
bikers. I doubt parents will let kids ride it. 

• Raised bike lanes seem like a more permeable option for such a busy street 
• More needs to be done to provide transit priority along this roadway. Consider reducing the 

furnishing width to allow for conversion of the parking lane to a peak-direction transit-only lane, with 
lane reversal for peak times. 

• I'm not a fan of the raise bike lanes. I fine that people tend to walk on these. 
• Same comments  as option a 
• Would like wider sidewalks, more green and open space 
• This seems to be more efficient as you do not need to do something each winter 
• Cyclists will feel safer elevated, though loss of parking may hurt retail, particularly west of 14 St. 
• Way better! Make it year round. Is there a possibility to plant trees on the south side? 
• I love this option : more space for pedestrians and bikers, less space for cars, all-year round. 
• I very much enjoy the current use of parking space for seating. It should be made permanent and 

the temporary barriers replaced with aesthetically pleasing permanent barriers 
• Easier to cross the street, people bike all year, this is the best option 
• Think there’s a need to keep on street parking in the BIA area. Furnishing zone needs more trees. 
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